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ABSTRACT 
We consider the quadratic complexity of certain sets of quadratic forms. We study 
classes of direct sums of quadratic forms. For these classes of problems we show that the 
complexity of one direct sum is the sum of the complexities of the summands and that every 
minimal quadratic algorithm for computing the direct sums is a direct-sum algorithm. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let F be a field: for x = (xi , . . . ,x,,)* let F[x] be the ring of polynomials 
inxi,. . . ,x,, over tire field F, and z = (zi, . . . , z# be vectors of indeterminates. 
Let Qx = @I,... , Qk) E F[x]& be a vector of quadratic forms on x1, . . . ,x,, 
over the field F. The quadratic system defined by @ is the polynomial Qxz = 
Et, Qizi E F[x,zl. A quad ra zc algorithm that computes the quadratic system t’ 
Qxz with multiplicative complexity L is a set of triples {(ai( hi(X), ci(x))} of size 
L, where ai, bi and ci are linear forms of the corresponding variables, and 
Q’z = 2 ai(z)bi(x)ci(x). 
i=l 
(1) 
The minimal integer L in which (1) holds is denoted by L(Q’z), and then the 
quadratic algorithm is said to be minimal. It is known from [39] that when F 
is an infinite field, L(Q”Z) is the complexity of Q’z with respect to straight-line 
algorithms. 
Lety = (yi,. . . , Y,)~ be a vector of indeterminates, and let Q“J = (Q{ , . . . , Qk) 
E F[x, ylk be a vector of bilinear forms on x and y. A bilinear algorithm that 
computes the bilinear system QxJz with multiplicative rank R is a set of triples 
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{(G(Z), h(X), CitY>>} f o size R where ai, bi, and ci are linear forms of the corre- 
sponding variables, and 
QXJz = 5 &(z>bi(x>Ci(Y). (2) 
i=l 
The minimal integer R for which (2) holds is denoted by R(Q”Jz). In [33]’ it was 
shown that 
L(Q“*yz) 5 R(e”yyz) < 2L(e”‘yz). 
Since (1) and (2) uniquely determine the algorithms, for simplicity we shall 
say that (1) and (2) are the quadratic and the bilinear algorithm, respectively. 
The direct sum of two quadratic systems Qqz and Q$z (respectively, two bilinear 
systems Qyl”z and QtYyz), denoted by Qfz 63 Qfz (respectively, QfVYz, @ Q;“z), 
is Qf’zi + QTz2 (respectively, Q’f”‘zi + QyYY2z& where xi, yi, zi, i = 1,2, are 
distinct vectors of indeterminates. It is obvious that 
R(QyYz @ @'z) 5 R(@‘z) + R(@yZ)y 
L(Q;z 8 Q;z) I I@+) + L(Q%)- 
When equality holds for R (respectively, for L) for any bilinear system @iyz 
(respectively, quadratic system Q;), then we say that Qy$yz satisfies the direct-sum 
conjecture, DSC for short [39] (respectively, then we say that Qfz satisfies the 
extended direct-sum conjecture, EDSC for short.) 
We say that QT”z satisfies the direct-sum conjecture strongly, DSCS for short 
[42] (respectively, Qyz satisfies the extended direct-sum conjecture strongly, ED- 
SCS for short) if for any bilinear system QFPyz z2 (respectively, every quadratic 
system g2*z2), every minimal bilinear algorithm for Q;‘Vy’zi + QT1’*z2 (respec- 
tively, every quadratic algorithm for a’zi + @z2) is of the form 
RI RZ 
Q T”y’Z~ + Q”,z”*z2 = C Q(zl)bi(Xl)ci(yl)+ CU~(Z&(X~)C~(J~) 
i=l i=l 
(respectively, 
a’z, + Q32 = 
i=l i=l 
‘Obviously, quadratic algorithms can also compute bilinear systems Pyz = cF_, 
Ui@)bi(X, Yki@, Y). 
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Here the first summand is a minimal bilinear algorithm for Qf’“‘zr (respectively, 
quadratic algorithm for Qf’zi), and the second is a minimal bilinear algorithm 
for QyPyz z2 (respectively, quadratic algorithm for @z2). In other words, every 
minimal algorithm for the direct-sum system can be split into two algorithms. The 
first algorithm is minimal for the first system, and the second algorithm is minimal 
for the second system. 
Considerable attention has been given to the question of whether or not the 
direct-sum conjecture properties are true for various systems. If we replace the 
ground field F by a ring R, then the results of Schonhage in [38] show that, when 
R is not an integral domain, the direct-sum conjecture is not true. In the literature, 
the DSC, DSCS, and EDSC properties have been proved for a few bilinear and 
quadratic systems. For details see [6], [lo], [21], [22], [27], [28], [34], [37], and 
1421. 
In this paper we define large classes of bilinear and quadratic forms and prove 
the direct-sum conjecture properties for them. 
2. NEW RESULTS 
We will begin this section with some notation and definitions. 
Let F be a field, and let x = (xi,. . . ,x,f and y = (yi,. . . ,Y,)~ be vec- 
tors of indeterminates. Let QxJ be a k-vector of bilinear forms. Then QxJ = 
(x%y,... K, , xTAk ) where Ai are n x m matrices with entries from F. For the 
matrix Q(Z) = xi=, AlZip which we call the characteristic matrix of Q’J’, we have 
Q”‘z = & (ISAiJ')Zi = XT (2Aizi) y = XTQ(Zjy. 
i=l i=l 
We define row rank Q’Jz (respectively, co1 rank Q’Jz) to be the dimension of the 
linear space over F spanned by the rows of Q(Z) [respectively, columns of Q(z)] 
and 
rank QX9Y~ = max(co1 rank Qxtyz, row rank Qx’yz). 
Finally we denote the linear space of bilinear forms spanned by the entries of QxJ 
as Span &xJ, and its dimension as dim Q’J. Then 
dim Span QXJ = dim{QxTYu 1 u E Fn} = dim{Q(u) 1 u E F”}. 
In the remainder of the paper, we shall need the following definitions: 
DEFINITION I. For nonnegative integers r and r we denote by DS (7, r) the 
collection of bilinear systems Q“*~z such that there exist integers t 2 s > -r such 
that the following conditions hold: 
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(i) For every basis {Qt, .. . , Qk} of the linear space Span QxJ there exist 
Qj,, . .. > Qjs-,j 7+11jlIk, i= l,..., s - T, such that 
rank[(Q1,...,Q7,Qj,,...,Qj,_,)~ _>t, 
where Z = (zi , . . . , z,~)~. 
(ii) L(@Jz) = dim QxJ + t - s + r. 
It follows at once from Definition I that if QxJz E DS(T, r), then condition (i) 
implies 
(i’) For every basis {Ql, . . . , Qk} of the linear space Span QT” there exist 
Qj,, . .. , Qjs,l sji<k, i= l,..., s,suchthat 
rank [CQj,,...  QjsM 2 t. 
It is well known (see, for example, [16], [20], [22], [35], [41], and [42]) that 
condition (i’) implies 
L(Qxgyz) 2 dim Qx’y + t - s. 
In the following we define a subset of DS (0, r) which is of special interest to 
the result of this paper. 
DEFINITION II. Let QxJz E DS(0, I) with t and s of Definition I. We say that 
Q’ E Span QxJ is active if, for every basis {Qt , . . . , Qk} of Span QXJ that contains 
Q’,thereexistQi *,..., Qi,,l<ij<k,j=l,..., s,suchthat 
rank[(Q’, Qi,, . . . , Qi,>% 2 4 
where Z = (ZI , . . . , z,)~. 
DEFINITION III. Let DS*(r) denote the collection of bilinear systems Q”J’z 
in DS (0, I) which satisfy the following conditions: 
(i) For every basis {Qi , . . . , Qk} of Span QxJ there exists an active element 
Qi, 1 5 il 5 k, such that for every nonactive element Qi2, 1 5 i2 2 k, and every 
ft ,f2 E F,ft # 0, we have thatfiQi, +fiQi, is active. 
(ii) For the integers t 2. s 2 0 of Definition I we have: For every basis 
{QI,... , Qk} of Span Q’J, there exist s active elements Qi,, . . . , Q6,l 5 ij 5 
k,j= 1,. . . , s, such that 
rank [(Qi,, . . . Qi,Fl 2 t, 
where Z = (zr , . . . , z,)*. 
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Our main results are: 
THEOREM 1. Zf QxJz E DS(0, r), then for aily quadratic system Q%, we have 
L(Q”lyz CB Qxz) 2 L(Qxvyz) + L(Q’z) - r. 
In particular, if r = 0, then ~Jz satisjes the EDSC. 
THEOREM 2. ZfQ”Jz E DS( 1, 0), then Q’Jz satisfies the EDSCS. 
THEOREM 3. Zf Q'Jz E DS(l, r), r 2 1, thenfor any quadratic system pz, 
we have 
L(Q”>yz CB Qxz) 2 L(Q”lyz) + L(Q’z) - (r - 1). 
In particular, ifr = 1, then Qx*Y satisfies the EDSC. 
THEOREM 4. ZfpJz E DS*(O), then Q’Jz satisjes the EDSCS. 
THEOREM 5. Zf Q’Jz E DS*(r), r > 1, then for any quadratic system Qxz, 
we have 
L(QxTyz $ Q“z) 2 L(Q”lyz) + L(Q’z) - (r - 1). 
In particular, ifr = 1, then Q’Jz. satisfies the EDSC. 
Notice that the results in the theorems are independent of the integers t and s 
in Definitions I, II, and III. 
REMARK. Theorems l-5 are also true for the bilinear complexity, R. 
Examples of bilinear systems in DS( 1,O) include: bilinear systems QxJ = 
(xTAy) with single bilinear form; bilinear systems Q’Jz that satisfy L(Q”Jz) = 
rank QxJz or L(Q”Jz) = dim Q”J; bilinear systems defined by polynomial mul- 
tiplication and their dual systems; and bilinear systems defined by the product of 
two polynomials, modulo a square-free polynomial. 
The set DS(l, 1) includes: bilinear systems Q’Jz that satisfy L(Q”Jz) = 
rank QxJz+ 1 or L(Q”Jz) = dim QxJ + 1; bilinear systems defined by the product 
of two quatemions; and bilinear systems defined by the product XY and YX of 
two 2 x 2 matrices. 
The set DS*(O) includes: bilinear systems defined by the product of two poly- 
nomials, modulo a fixed polynomial; bilinear systems Q’Jz that satisfy L(QxJz) 5 
dim QxJ + 1; bilinear systems QxJz with row rank QxJz = m, co1 rank QxJz = n, 
and dim QxJ > nm - 3; bilinear systems defined by the product XY and YX of - 
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two quatemions; and bilinear systems defined by the product of two triangular 
2 x 2 matrices. 
The set DS*(l) includes: bilinear systems Q’Jz that satisfy L@Jz) > 
dim Q’J + 2; bilinear systems Q’Jz that satisfy rankQXJz 5 3; bilinear sys- 
tems Q’Jz with row rank Q’Jz = m, co1 rank Q’J’z = n, and dim QxJ = nm - 4 
or nm-5; the bilinear system defined by the cross product of two three-dimensional 
vectors; the bilinear system defined by the product of two elements in the Lie al- 
gebra of 2 x 2 matrices; and the bilinear system defined by the multiplication of 
two triangular 3 x 3 matrices. 
For the next result we shall use the notation x,, to denote the vector of indeter- 
minates (xi, . . . , x,)~ of length 12, and similarly for y,, and z,. 
LetQ=(Ai,... , Ak) be a vector of n x m matrices with entries from F, and 
let x,‘Q ym be the vector of bilinear forms (xTA,ym, . . . , x:Aky,,,). The D-dual and 
T-dual systems of (x,‘Q ym) are (xxQcyk> and (x:Qry,) respectively, defined by 
(x,‘Qym)zk = (x;Q%)~m = (Y;Q’+. 
It follows that 
Qr = (AT,. . . ,A;) and Qn = (Bi, . . . , B,), 
where Bi are n x k matrices, Bi = [Alei 1 . . . 1 Akei], and {ei} is the standard basis 
of F*. 
Our main result for the bilinear complexity is: 
THEOREM 6. Let Q’lYz = (xrQym)zk be a bilinear system. Then: 
(i) Zf (x~Qy,,,)zk satisjies the DSCS (DSC), then so does each of the dual 
System <x:e”Yk>zn and <x;Q Y&k. 
(ii) Zffor any bilinear system Q’f”z we have 
R( (&Yk)Zk @ Q;“Z) 2 c + R(Q;“Z), 
then for any bilinear systems, Q;“z and Q’;“z, we have 
R( (X,T@Yk)Zn CT3 Q;‘“z) 2 c + R(Q;TY~), 
R( (x;Q?‘n)zk Cl3 Q;?‘z) 1 c + R(QtfYz). 
Let A be an associative algebra of dimension k with a unit element 1, and let 
{al,... , ak} be a basis of A. We denote by Q:’ = (&I,. . . , Qk) the vector of 
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bilinear forms defined by the product of two elements in A, i.e., 
It has been shown in [22] that L(Q:‘z) does not depend on the chosen basis. 
A beautiful result of Alder and Strassen in [IO] states: For any quadratic system 
Q’z, we have 
L(Q2yz @ Qxz) 2 2dimA - t(A) + L(Q’z), 
where t(A) is the number of two-sided maximal ideals of A. If L (Q2yz) = 
2 dim A - t(A) [respectively, R(Qz’z) = 2 dim A - t(A)] then we say that the 
algebra is of minimal complexity [respectively, minimal rank]. 
Denote the radical of A, i.e. the maximal (two-sided) nilpotent ideal contained 
in A, by rad A. An algebra A is called local if A/rad A is a division algebra, and is 
called clean if A/rad A is finite product of division algebras. For a direct product 
of division algebras A = Ai x . .. x Al we define CA (respectively, RA) to be 
the number of Ai which are not of minimal complexity (respectively, of minimal 
rank). 
Our main results in the complexity of algebras are: 
COROLLARY I. Let A be a clean algebra. Then for any quadratic system @z 
we have 
L(Q:‘z $ Q”z) 2 2 dim A - CA/radA + L(Q’z). 
COROLLARYII. L&A =Aix . . . x Al be a directproduct of division algebras. 
If A is an algebra of minimal complexity, then Q:’ satisfies the EDSCS. 
COROLLARY III. Let A = F[a]/p(a), where p(a) E F[ct] is a polynomial. 
Then Q;’ satisfies the EDSCS. 
COROLLARY IV. Let A be a clean algebra. If A is an algebra of minimal 
rank, then Q:‘z satisfies the DSCS. 
Corollaries I, II, and III have been proved by Feig and Winograd in [21] for 
the bilinear complexity. 
Characterization of division algebras A of minimal complexity are studied in 
[27] and [ 181. It has been proved that division algebras of minimal complexity are 
simple field extensions of F with 1 FI 2 2 dim A - 2. No results are known about 
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non-division algebras of minimal complexity. Characterizations of commutative 
algebras, local algebras, and clean algebras of minimal rank over a closed field are 
given in [29], [15], and [32], respectively. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Sections 3 and 4 we prove some prelimi- 
nary results needed for the proof of the theorems. In Section 5 we prove Theorems 
1,2, and 3 and Corollaries I and II. In Section 6 we prove Theorems 4 and 5 and 
Corollary III. In Section 7 we prove Theorem 6. In Section 8 we prove Corollary 
IV. Finally, in Section 9 we present some open problems in the area. 
All the results in Sections 2,3, and 4 are proved for the quadratic complexity. 
They are also valid for the bilinear complexity. 
3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
In this section we develop some lower-bound techniques needed for the proof 
of our results. 
LetQx = (et,..., Qk) be a k-vector of quadratic forms on x = (xl, . . . , x,)~ 
over the field F. Each quadratic form in Qx is 
Ql = 2 2 al,i,jXiXj = XTAlx, 
i=l j=i 
where AI is an upper triangular n x n matrix. We define Q = (Al, . . . , Ak), and the 
charucreristic matrix of Q is Q(Z) = cf._t Aizi where z = (zt , . . . , zk) is k-vector 
of indeterminates. It can be immediately seen that 
xTQ(z)x = Q'z. 
The polynomial Q’z is called the quadratic system of Q“. For a vector of quadratic 
forms Q“, we define Span Q“ to be the linear space of quadratic forms over F 
spanned by the entries of Q’, and define dim Qx as its dimension. In a similar way, 
the bilinear system is defined by a vector of bilinear forms Q’J. For a bilinear 
system QxJz = xrQ(z)y we define row rank QxJz (respectively, colrank Q”Jz) 
to be the dimension of the linear space over F spanned by the rows (respectively, 
columns) of Q(Z). Finally, we let 
rank QxTyz = max(co1 rank Qxyyz, row rank Qxlyz). 
The following lemma is frequently used in this paper. 
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LEMMA 1. Let 
Qfz = $ a;(Z)bi(X)Ci(X) 
and 
i=l 
Q%‘yz = xTQ2(z)y = 5 ai(z)bj(x, y)c:(x, y) 
i=l 
be minimal quadratic algorithms. Then the following are true 
(i) dim Span{at (z), . . . , ar,, (z)} 2 dim rZ;. 
(ii) There exists a partition {I, J} of { 1, . . . , Lz} such that 
dim Span{bi(O, y), ci(O, y) 1 i E Z,j E J} 2 co1 rank Q;“z. 
(iii) L1 2 dime;. 
(iv) L2 2 colrankQXJz. 
We remind the reader that Span A denotes the linear space spanned by the elements 
of the set A. 
PROOF. (i) and (ii) are proved in [9], and (iii) and (iv) follow immediately 
from (i) and (ii), respectively. We shall give different proofs for (i) and (ii) to 
illustrate the technique we will frequently use in the paper. 
LetQr = (Ql,..., Q”), dim Qy = k, and assume, without loss of generality, 
that Ql , . . . , Qk are linearly independent. We substitute in the algorithm zk+l = 
. . . = z,, = 0 and obtain 
Qf Iii = fJ Ei(Z )bi(x)ci(x), 
i=l 
where Qf,, =<Ql, . . . , Qk), Z=(zl, . . . , 
- - 
~k),andai(z)=ai(z)l~=o,i=k+l,...,~. 
Now we prove (i) by induction on k. The case k = 1 is trivial. Assuming 
the result is true fork - 1, we have: Since Qt # 0, the quadratic system QT,,Z is 
dependent on zt , and therefore, there exists ai, = ~~=, XiZi that is dependent 
on zlr i.e., Xt # 0. Then substituting 
Zl = l(z2,. ..,u)=-+$I\izi, 
1 1=2 
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we obtain 
Q2 - $Ql, . . . , Qk - $Q, > ii = &ii@jbi(x)ci(x). i=l 
Here Z = (~2, . . . , z# and 
-- bil- _ 
M3 = dz)lz,=l(z,,...,z,k) = G(z) - LQ~(z), 
x1 
- - 
where Si,t is the coefficient of zt in ai( z ). Now by the induction hypothesis we 
have Lt - 1 2 k - 1, so that Lt 2 k, as was to be shown. 
Let Q~(z) = [Q:“(z), . . . , Q?‘(z)], where Q!$(z) is the ith column of Qz(z). As 
above, we may assume that Q;‘(z), . . . , Q?‘(z) are linearly independent, and we 
proceed to prove (ii) by induction on m. Since Q!‘(Z) # 0, then Q>‘z = x*Qz(z)y 
depends on y1 , and therefore there exists bj,, (or cjO) that depends on yt , that is 
b~o(Xy y) = 2 Xi.& + 2 SjYj, 
i=l j=l 
where Xi, Sj E F and 61 # 0. Then substituting 
y1 = I’(X,Y27 . ..,Y,)=-$ (ghixi+$411) 7 
we obtain 
x* Q:'(z) - $Q;'(z), . . . , Q:"'(z) - "Q:"(z) 
61 
7 + x*K(z)x 
for some K(z), where 7 = (~2, . . . , y,)* and 
kX72 = b:(x,Y))rl=l’(x,yz,...,ym), ~i(X, Y> = C:(X, y)ly,=I’(x,y2,...,yn). 
By the induction hypothesis we have Lz - 1 > m - 1, so LZ 2 m, as was to be 
shown. ??
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REMARK. In what follows, the results are true for row rank as well as co1 rank. 
The results are proved for either row rank or co1 rank, according to convenience. 
Throughout the paper we assume that ai (z), . . . , Q(Z), k = dim Qf [respec- 
tively, bi (0, y), . . . , b,(O, y), m = co1 rank Qi”z] are linearly independent. 
Applying the argument used in the proof of Lemma 1, we will develop the 
following more general results: 
LEMMAS. Letx, y, u, v, z bedistinctvectorsofindeterminates, andlet Qf’“z = 
xTQl(z)u be a bilinear system. Then for any quadratic system yTQ3(z)y and bi- 
linear system xTQ2(z)y we have 
L(xTQ~(z)u + xTQ2(z)y + yTQdz)y) 2 colrankQq’“z + L(yTQdz)y). 
Therefore, for the bilinear systems Qy’“z = uTQl(z)x and Qr?‘z = uTQl(z)v we 
have 
L(uTQl(z>x + xTQ2(z)y + yTQdz)y) L rowr~kQ~‘xz + L(yTQdz)y). 
and 
L(uTQl(z>v + yTQdz)y) 2 row rank QyP’z + L(yTQdz>y). 
PROOF. Exactly as in the proof of Lemma 1, we can find a substitution ui = 
1(x, Y, u2, f f. , u,) that will eliminate at least one term in the quadratic algorithm. 
Applying this argument to ~2, . . . ,242, respectively (here n = co1 rank QT9”z), we 
obtain an algorithm for 
xTAh)x + XTA2@)y + xTQ2(z)y + Y~Q&)Y, 
for some A1 (z) and AZ(Z), with multiplicative complexity 
L’ = L(xTQl(z)u + xTQz(z)y + yTQ3(z)y) - co1rankQ~‘“z. 
Now by substituting x = 0 in the algorithm we obtain a quadratic algorithm for 
yTQ3(z)y. Therefore L’ 2 L(yTQ3(z)y), and the lemma is proved. ??
The last two results of this section are well known. Lemma 3 is frequently used 
in the literature to obtain lower bounds for the complexity of bilinear systems. For 
example, see [41], [42], and [353. For the sake of completeness, a proof is given 
which illustrates our method. Lemma 4 is trivial, and we shall refer to it in the 
remainder of the paper. 
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LEMMA 3. Let Qx = (Qr, . . . , Qk) be a k-vector of quadratic forms. Suppose 
that, for any nonsingular n x n matrix N, there exist s entries Qi, , . . . , Qi,, of Q”N 
such that for Z = (~1, . . . , zs)r we have 
Then 
UQW 2 dim Qx + t - S. 
PROOF. Let L = L(Q“z). Then 
Q’z = 5 ai(z)bi(x)c&x). 
i=l 
By Lemma 1, there exist k = dim Qx independent ai( and therefore we can 
assume, without loss of generality, that there exists a nonsingular n x n matrix M 
satisfying al (Mz) = ~1, . . . , ak(Mz) = zk and hence 
QXMz = & zibi(x)ci(X) + 2 ai(Mz)bi(x)ci(x). 
i=l i=k+l 
Assume, without loss of generality, that the first entries Qr , . . . , Q, of Q”M = 
<QI , . . . , Qd Satisfy 
U(QI,...,Q,>~L~ 
forZ=(zr,... , z,~)~. Then, by substituting zs+l = . . . = zk = 0, we get 
(Ql , . . . ,Q.$ = tQ~,...,Qs,O,...,o>i 
= 2 zib@)ci(x) + 2 ai(Mi)bi(x)ci(x), 
i=l i=k+l 
where 2 = (zr z o,.. 1***, S, . , O)T. The last equation implies that 
and this completes the proof. I 
LEMMA‘t. &?tX=(_T I,..., X,)T,:=(X1 ,..., X,/)T,Z=(Z1,...,Zk)T,and 
2 = (Zl,. . . , zk/)T, and let N and K be n x n’ and k x k’ matrices of rank n and k, 
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respectively. Then 
L 
x~Q(z)x = C~~i(z)bi(x)ci(X) (3) 
i=l 
is a minimal quadratic algorithm for Q(Z) if and only if 
;TTNTQ(KZ)NZ = & ai(KZ)bi(NZ)C;(N%) (4) 
i=l 
is a minimal quadratic algorithm for NTQ( fi)N. 
PROOF. If (3) is true, then by substituting x = fi and z = KZ we get (4). 
There exist matrices N- and K- such that NN- = I, and KK- = Ik, where Z, is 
the n x n identity matrix. Substituting N-x for ji. and K-z for z in (4), we obtain 
(3). ??
4. SEPARABLE ALGORITHMS 
The main purpose of this section is to introduce the strong version of the direct- 
sum conjecture (DSCS, EDSCS), and to analyze minimal quadratic algorithms for 
a direct sum of quadratic systems. We also find equivalent conditions for the strong 
direct-sum conjecture which will be frequently used in this paper. 
Letxi = (xi,. . . ,&JT, x2 = (&+lr~ .~,Gt+m )T9 Zl = (Zl ,...,zr)T,andz2 = 
(Zr+l, . . . , z~+.~)~ be vectors of indeterminates, and let x = (XT, xg)r and z = 
(zy , z;)~. For two vectors of quadratic forms, Qf’ and Qf’, we say that the minimal 
quadratic algorithm 
L 
Q’z = Q;‘zl + QTz2 = c ai(z)bi(x)Ci(x> 
i=l 
is separable if there exists a set I C { 1, . . . , L} such that the following conditions 
hold: 
(0 
(ii) 
QT'ZI = Ci~~adz)bi'ix)ci(x>, QTz2 = &,ai(zh(xki(x). 
The first quadratic algorithm in (i) (respectively, the second) is a minimal 
quadratic algorithm for QT’zi (respectively, QTz2). 
(iii) The terms ai( hi(X), Ci(X), i E I (respectively, i $! I), are linear forms 
of z1 and x1 (respectively, zz and x2), that is, they are independent of z2 and x2 
(respectively, of zi and xl). 
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We say that QT’zt satisfies the extendeddirect-sum conjecture strongly (EDSCS) if, 
for any quadratic system QFzz, any minimal quadratic algorithm for Qi’zr + QFzz 
is separable. 
The following lemma proves that condition (i) is sufficient for an algorithm to 
be separable. (The technique we use in our proof was used in [6] for the bilinear 
complexity.) 
LEMMA 5. If there exists a set I s { 1, . . , , L} such that 
@zl = C Q(zPi(x>Ci(x), 
iEI 
then the algorithm is separable. 
PROOF. Obviously, 
Q:ZZ = Q'z - Qf’~1 = C ai(Z)bi(x)ci(X). 
$1 
If IZ( > L(Qf’zi), then, since IZVL - I) 2 L(QTzz), we have 
L(Q’z) = 111 + INL -4 > L(Q+l) + L(Q?zz), 
a contradiction. Therefore 111 = L(Qf’zr) and (ii) follows. 
Suppose that for some io E I, as(Z) = XZ~, + Zio(Z) depends on zj, (i.e. 
X # O), where ja > r. We remind the reader that zi = (~1,. . . , z,) and z2 = 
(Zr+l, ’ . . , Zr+s)t so that if ja > r, then a,(z) is dependent on zi,, jo > r, and 
therefore a,(z) is dependent on ~2. Then substituting zjO = -(l/X)&,(z) in the 
first algorithm, we obtain 
Q;'z, = c ai(Z)h(x)ci(x), 
&I-{io} 
where ;si(z) = ai(~)l,,,=_~~,~~~~~~~. Therefore L(G’zi) 5 )I\ - 1, a contradiction. 
Interchanging the roles of ai and bi, (iii) follows. ??
LEMMA 6. If the algorithm is not separable, then there exists ai that 
depends on ~1 and ~2, and hi(X) or Ci(X) that depends on XI and ~2. 
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PROOF. Assume that each ai depends on zr or ~2, but not both. Let 
I = {i 1 ai depends on ~1). Then by substituting z2 = 0 we get 
Q;‘z, = c 4zMx>ci(x)* 
iEI 
By Lemma 5, the algorithm is separable and the proof is completed. In a similar 
way we can prove the result for bi and ci. a 
LEMMA 7. Let x, z, %,Z, N, and K be as in Lemma 4. Then xTQ(z)x satisfies 
the EDSCS ifand only ifFNTQ(KZjfi satis$es the EDSCS. 
PROOF. Assume that !?NTQ(K$N% does not satisfy the EDSCS. Then, by 
Lemma 6, there exists a quadratic system Q”v and there exists a minimal quadratic 
algorithm 
ZrNTQ(KZ)NZ + Q”v = 2 ai@y u)bi(%, V)ci(j?, V) 
i=l 
such that ai (Z, u) depends on Z and u. Then substituting X = N-x and applying 
Lemma 4, we have such that 
XTQ(KZ)X + Q”v = 5 ai(Z, u)bi(N-X, V)ci(N-X, V) 
i=l 
is a minimal quadratic algorithm. Note that aI (2, u) is still dependent on Z and u 
and therefore xTQ(iGjx does not satisfy the EDSCS. By Lemma 6, there exists 
(without loss of generality) a bi,(N-X, v) the depends on x and v. Substituting 
Z = K-z and applying Lemma 4 again, we have that 
XTQ(Z)X + Q”v = 5 ai(K-Z, u)bi(N-XT V)Ci(N-X, V) 
i=l 
is a minimal quadratic algorithm. Since bi,(N-x, v) depends on x and v, then by 
Lemma 6 we have a contradiction to the fact that xTQ(z)x satisfies the EDSCS. W 
REMARK. For bilinear systems xTQ(z)y = @J’z with x = (x1, . . . , ~“)r, y 
= (yi ,..., y&r, andz = (ZI ,..., zJT and matrices N, M, K of rank n, m, k re- 
spectively, Lemmas 4 and 7 hold for xTQ(z)y and xTNTQ(Kz)My. This follows 
because 
xTNTQ(Kz)My = (xT,yT) (; ;)’ (8 “,,) (; ;) (;). 
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Thus we can assume throughout the paper that 
rowrankQX’Yz = n, 
colrank QXVyz = m, 
dimQXTY = k. 
Another equivalent condition for the quadratic algorithms to be separable is 
given in Lemma 8 below. Recall that Span QT is the linear space spanned by the 
entries of Qf, x1 = (XI,. . . ,x,f, x2 = (x,+1,. ..rXn+rn Y> Zl = (Zl ,...,zr)z,and 
z2 = (Zr+lr . . . , z,+.~)~. We need the following definition. 
DEFINITION 1. For @z = Q;‘zr + QTz2 we say that a nonsingular (r + 
s) x (r + s) matrix N does not mix Qf’ with Qy if each entry of Qf’N is either is 
Span Qf’ or in Span QT. 
We say that the nonsingular (r + s) x (r + s) matrix N normalizes the minimal 
quadratic algorithm 
L 
Q’z = C Ui(Z)bi(X)ci(X) 
i=l 
if 
QXNz = C Z&j, (X)cjf(X)-+ C aj(Nz)bj(x)cj(X), 
j&I 31 
whereZ = jjr,. . . ,jr+$} is a subset of { 1, . . . , L} and [I( = r + s. That is, there 
exists a set of integers Z of size r + s such that for eachji E I, i = 1, . . . , r + s, we 
have aji(Nz) = zi. 
LEMMA 8. Let Q’z = Q;‘z~ + Q:z~, and let Q’z = EL, ai bi(X)ci(X) be 
a minimal quadratic algorithm for Q’z. Zf, for every nonsingular (r + s) x (r + s) 
matrix N that normalizes the minimal algorithm, the matrix N does not mix Qy’ 
with QT , then the quadratic algorithm is separable. 
PROOF. Assume that the quadratic algorithm is not separable. Then by 
Lemma 6 (without loss of generality) al(z) = ut,l(zr) +al,2(z2), where ar,t(zr) # 
0 and ut,2(22) # 0. Let N be a nonsingular (r + s) x (r + s) matrix such that 
(without loss of generality, by reordering the terms of the sum) 
r-b 
QXNz = C Zibi(X)ci(X) + 5 ai(NX)bi(X)ci(X). 
i=l i=r+s+l 
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Notice that in this case ai = Zi, i = 1, . . . , s + r. Since N does not mix @ 
with QT, the matrix N is of the form 
for some permutation matrix E+, where Q’NE;’ = (G’Nl, QTN2). Since 
al (Nz) = zi, we have 
Q-~(I) = al (NE+) = ql0’1zd + q2W2z2) 
and therefore ai,, (Nizi) = 0 or ui,~(N2z2) = 0. Since N is nonsingular, N1 and N2 
are nonsingular and therefore ui,i (~1) = 0 or ai ~(22) = 0. This is a contradiction. 
W 
5. DIRECT SUM OF SOME CLASSES 
In this section we define some classes of quadratic systems and prove that they 
satisfy the EDSC and EDSCS. 
DEFINITION 2. For nonnegative integers r and r we denote by DS(T, r) the 
collection of bilinear systems Q’Jz = CL, Q:zi such that there exist integers 
s 2 t 2 T such that the following conditions hold: 
(i) For every nonsingularn x n matrix N and for every r entries Qi, . . . , Qj, 
of &XJN, there exist s - r entries Qj, . . . , Qji_, of Q”JN such that 
rank [ (Qi, , . . . , Qi, , Qjl, . . . , Qjf_7)z] 2 t, 
where Z = (~1, . . . , z,)~. 
(ii) L(Q”Jz) = dim QxJ + t - s + r. 
By Lemma 3, if @J’z is satisfies (i), then L(Q”Jz) 2 dim QxJ + t - s. 
REMARK. Definition 2 is equivalent to Definition 1 in the introduction. 
Our main results in this section are: 
THEOREM 1. 1fQ’J’z E DS(0, r), then for any quadratic system Q’z we have 
L(Qx9yz 6B Q’z) 2 L(Q”?yz) + L(Q’z) - r. 
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In particular, ifr = 0, then Q’Jz satisjies the EDSC 
IHBOREM 2. rf Q”Jz E DS( 1 , 0), then Q’J’z satisjes the EDSCS. 
THEOREM 3. Zf Q'Jz E DS(1, r), r 2 1, then for any quadratic system @z 
we have 
L(Qxtyz CB Q’z) L L(Qxtyz) + L(Q’z) - (r - 1). 
In particular; ifr = 1, then Q’*Yz satisfies the EDSC. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Let Qx~J~zl = Qrz, + . . . + Qkzk E DS(O, r) and 
Qx2x2 = Q/c+~zk+l  -.a + Qk+kfzk+kt be any quadratic system. Set @ = 
(QW,Yl, Qx2>, x = (XT, Y:, x,T)r, and z = (z:,z:)~. Let N be any nonsingular 
(k + k’) x (k + k’) matrix, and let 
Q”N = <Q: + Q:', . . . , Q:+k, + Q:+‘+kd, 
where Q’, , . . . , Q:+k, E Span p’Ty’ and Qy, . . . , et+,, E Span Qx*. Since N is a 
nOnSingUlar matrix, there exist jl , . . . ,jk’ such that {Q,!:, . . . , Q;:, } is a basis for 
Span Q;. Since Qxl~ylz~ E DS(0, r), there exist integers t 2 s 2 0 and Qf, , . . . , Qis 
such that 
rank [ (Qi, , . . . , Q$I] L t, L(QWl 21) =k+t-s+r, 
wherezr = (zr, . . . , z#. Then for 
(Q; + Q:‘, Q; + Q:') b (Q;, + Q;;, . . . , Q;$ + Q;;, Q,', + Q,':, ... 1 Qjk + Q;;,) 
andZ2 = (z,+,, . . . , zs+k’ )T we have 
L ((Q; + Q:‘)% + (Q(l + Q92) 
=L ((Q;,Q;I ($) +(QW) (Ei)) 
> rank [~Q;,Q;I (ii)] +L ((P:,Q:‘) (z)) (Lemma 2). 
Since Q$’ is a basis for Span eXz and since zr, z2 are distinct vectors of indetermi- 
nates, we have 
2 rank(Qizt) + L(Qx2z2) 1 t +L(@*Z2). 
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We have already proved that for any nonsingular (k + k’) x (k + k’) matrix N, there 
exist s + k’ entries of QxN with rank t + L(Q“zz2). Now, using Lemmas 3 and 4, 
we have 
L(Q“z) = L(Q”Nz) 
2 (k + k’) + [f + L(@*zz)] - (s + k’) 
= k + t - s + L(Q’*zz) = L(Qx’yy’zt) + Span(pzz) - r. 
??
PROOF OF THEOREMS 2 AND 3. Let Q’z, QxIJ1zl, Q’*zz, x, and z be as in the 
proof of Theorem 1. Let 
(Qx’lY’)zl + Qx2 Z2 = @Z = 2 ai(Z)bi(X)Ci(X) 
i=l 
be any minimal quadratic algorithm for Qxz and N be any nonsingular matrix that 
normalizes the algorithm, i.e. 
QXNz = C Zibji(X)Cjl(X) + C Uj(NZ)bj(X)Cj(X), 
jiES i4s 
whereS= Jjt,...,j~+~~}isasubsetof{l,...,L}and~S~ =k+k’. Ifevery 
matrix N that normalizes the algorithm does not mix QxlJ* with p, then by 
Lemma 8, QxlJlzl satisfies the EDSCS and the two theorems are proved. 
Now, assume that some matrix N mixes Q”’ J’ with P, and let 
Q"N = (Q: + Q:',.. . rQ;+v _t: Q;+v>, 
where Q’, , . . . , QL+k, E Span Qxl,Y1 and Q’,‘, . . . , Qi+k, E Span Qx*. Then there 
exists an entry Q,l, + Qj: of Q”N such that Q,l, , Qj: # 0, Q,l, E Span Q“*, and 
Q,‘: E Span QxlJl. Since N is a nonsingular matrix, there existjz, . . . ,jk, such that 
Qi':, . . ., Qj;, is a basis for Span Qx*. Since Q “J’zI E DS( 1, r), there exist integers 
t 2 s 2 1 and Qf,, . . . , Q&_, such that 
rank[(Qj, ,Qi,,.. . , Qi,_,>kl 2 t, 
wherezt = (~1,. . . , z,,)*. Then for 
L(Q;’ ly’ z~)=k+t-s+r, 
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we have (as in the proof of Theorem 1) 
L((Q;, + Q;)% + (Q: + Q:l)%) 2 t + L(Q”‘z2). 
Substituting zi = 0 for i $ I’ U J = {il , . . . , is-1 ,j2, . . . ,jp } in the quadratic 
algorithm for @Nz, we obtain aquadratic algorithm for (Qi, +Qs)zl +(Q$+Q$‘)z2 
with complexity L - [k + k’ - (s + k’ - l)]. Then, by Lemma 4, we have 
L(Q’z) = L(Q’Nz) 
2 (k + k’) + [t + L(Qx2z2)1 - (s + k’ - 1) 
= k+t-s+1+L(Qx2z~)=L(QX’rY1~~)+L(QX*~~)-(r-1). 
If L(@JIz~) = k + t - s, i.e. r = 0, then we have a contradiction to the fact that 
L(Q’z) = L(Qx’ly’ zl + Qx2z2) I L(Qx’Vy’zl) + L(Q”‘z2), 
and therefore @lJ1z~ satisfies the EDSCS. On the other hand, if L(Qx’9Y’z~) 2 
k + t - s + 1, then the above equation is the result we need to prove. W 
In the following, @z is an arbitrary quadratic system. 
COROLLARY 1. Let pJ = (Ql) be a vector of a single bilinearform. Then 
Q’Jz satisfies the EDSCS. 
PROOF. Since L@Jz) = rank Q’Jz we have QxJz E DS(1, 0). ??
COROLLARY 2. ZfL(@J)z = rank QxJ’z or L(@Jz) = dim PJ, then Q’Jz 
satisJes the EDSCS. 
PROOF. If L(Q”Jz) = rank Q’Jz, then for every nonsingular matrix N we 
have rank(QXJNz) = rank ~Jz and therefore Q’Jz E DS(1, 0). If L(Q”Jz) = 
dim Q”J, then for every nonsingular matrix N, any entry Qi of Q”JN satisfies 
rank(QizJ 2 1. Therefore Q’J’z E DS(l, 0). ??
It follows fr6m Corollary 2 that: 
COROLLARY 3. IfL(pJz) > rank QxJz + 1 = 1 or L(@Jz) > dim @J + 
1 = I, then 
L(Qxyyz @ e”z) 2 1+ L(Q’z). 
Inparticulal; if Span Q’J’z = rank QxJz+ 1 or = dim QxJ + 1, then Q’vYz satisfies 
the EDSC. 
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Let A be an associative algebra of dimension k with a unit element 1, and 
let{aI,... , ak} be a basis of A. We denote by Qz” = (Qi , . . . , Qk) the vector of 
bilinear forms defined by the product of two elements in A, i.e., 
?Qiai = ($Wi) ($Yiai) . 
i=l 
The result of Alder and Strassen in [lo] states: For any quadratic system Qxz 
we have 
L(Qz’z @ Qxz) > 2dimA - t(A) + L(Q’z), 
where t(A) is the number of two-sided maximal ideals of A. If L(Q:yz) = 
2dimA - t(A) [respectively, R(Q:‘z) = 2 dim A - t(A)], then we say that the 
algebra is of minimal complexity [respectively, minimal rank]. 
Denote the radical of A, i.e., the maximal (two-sided) nilpotent ideal contained 
in A, by rad A. An algebra A is called local if Alrad A is a division algebra, and is 
called clean if A/rad A is a finite product of division algebras. For a direct product 
of division algebras A = Al x . . . x Al we define CA (respectively, &) to be 
the number of Ai which are not of minimal complexity (respectively, of minimal 
rank). 
Our main results in the complexity of algebras are: 
COROLLARY 4. Let A be a division algebra. If A is a simplejeld extension 
and IF/ 2 2dimA - 2, then Qzyz satisfies the EDSCS. If A is not a simple field 
extension or 1 FI < 2 dim A - 2, then 
L(Qz’z @ Qxz) 2 2dimA + L(@z). 
In particular, ifL(Q2y) = 2 dim A, then Qzyz satisjes the EDSC. 
PROOF. For every nonsingular matrix N each entry of Q:‘N has rank k = 
dim A. Therefore Q:‘z E DS(l, r). In [27], De Groote proved that L(Qzyz) = 
2 dim A - 1 if and only if A is a simple field extension and 1 FI 2 2 dim A - 2. 
Now the claim follows immediately. H 
REMARK. Corollary 4, with the results of [18] and [43], classifies all the 
minimal quadratic algorithms for Q&@(crjjz when p(a) = p1 (a). . .pk(a) E 
F[cY] are square-free and IFI > 2 maxl<i<k deg pi(a) - 2. For C, the cyclic group -- 
of order n we have that F[C,J is isomorphic to F[a]/(cP - 1) and cz” - 1 is 
square-free for char F # 0 (mod n). 
Corollary 4 implies the following: 
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COROLLARY 5. Let AQ be the algebra of quaternions over the realjield R 
and A = II:=, A,. Then 
L(Q;‘z @ Qxz) = 8t + L(Q’z). 
COROLLARY 6. Let A be a clean algebra. Then 
L(Qz’z @ Qxz) > 2 dim A - CAiradA + L(Q’z). 
PROOF. In [lo] it is shown that 
Since A/rad A is the direct sum of division algebras, from Corollary 4 the result 
follows. ??
COROLLARY 7. Let F be a filed with char F # 2. Let Q’Jz be the bilinear 
system dejined by the product XY and YX of two 2 x 2 matrices. Then 
L(Q"tyz @ Q'z) = L(Q”>yz> + L(Q’z). 
PROOF. It is known from [26] that for fields F with char F # 2 we have 
L(@Jz) 5 9, dim PJ = 7, and every Q E Span Q”J satisfies rank Qz = 2. 
Therefore ~Jz E DS( 1,l). W 
COROLLARY 8. Let PJz be the bilinear system de$ned by the product of 
two polynomials of degree n. Then: 
(i) If IFI >_ 2n, then @Jz satisjes the EDSCS. 
(ii) If IFI < 2n I21FI + 2, then 
L(Q”lyz @ Q’z) = 3n + 1 - + L(Q’z). 
(iii) If IFI < n1/3, then 
L(Qxyyz @ Q”z) 2 3n - loglF, n 
n - 3 + L(Qxz)* 
PROOF. If I F( 2 2n, then from [42], 
L(Q”lYz) = dim Q*J = 2n - 1. 
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Using Corollary 2, (i) follows. Then (ii) and (iii) follow from [2] and [35, Lemmas 
4951. ??
6. DIRECT SUM OF DS(0, r) 
In this section we define a subclass of DS(0, r) and prove that all quadratic 
systems in this subclass satisfy the EDSCS. This subclass contains Q~t$,@ca,,~ for 
any polynomial p(a) E F[a]. We recall that the bilinear from QxJz is in DS(0, r) 
if there exist integers t > s such that 
(i) for every basis {Qt, . . . , Qk} of the linear space Span @J there exist 
Qj,,..., Qjg,l<ji<k,i=l ,..., s,suchthat 
rank [CQj, , . . . , Qj$)^;l 2 t, 
where Z = (~1, . . . , z$)~, and 
(ii) one has 
L(Q”lyz) = dim Qx’y + t - s + r. 
Throughout this section the integers s and t are the integers in (i) and (ii). When 
we wish to emphasize the dependence on s and t, we write DS,,,(O, r). Similarly 
for other subclasses defined later. 
DEFINITION 3. Let Q’Jz = ~~=, Qizi be a bilinear system, where Qxlrz E 
DS(0, r). We say that Qi, E Span QXJ is active if, for every nonsingular k x k 
matrix N, whenever Qi, is one of the entries of Q”JN = (Q’, , . . . , Qi), there exist 
s- lentriesQ~Z,..., Q& of Q*JN, 1 5 ij 5 k, j = 1,. . . , S, such that 
rank [(Qi,, . . . , Q$l 2 t, 
where Z = (zt , . . . , zsjT. 
DEFINITION 4. Let DS*(r) denote the collection of bilinear systems QxJz in 
DS(0, r) such that: 
(i) For any nonsingular matrix N there exists an active entry Qj, 1 < il 5 k, 
ofQXJN = (Q’,,..., Qi) such that, for every nonactive entry QiZ, 1 5 i2 5 k, of 
Q”JN and everyfi , f2 E F,fi # 0, we have thatfi QI, + f2Qg is also active. 
(ii) For every nonsingular matrix N there exist s active entries Qf, . . . , Qg 
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of Q”JN such that 
rank[(Qj,, . . . , Q;Jz] L f, 
where Z = (zi , . . . , z,~)~. 
REMARK. Definitions 3 and 4 are equivalent to Definitions II and III in the 
introduction. 
It follows at once from Definition 4 that the set of all nonactive bilinear 
forms is a sublinear space of Span Q ‘J. Therefore, Definition 4 is equivalent to 
the following: There exists a subspace L’ of SpanpJ such that for any basis 
{QI,... , Qk} of Span QxJ there exist Qi, , Qi,, . . . , Qi, E Span @J - L, 1 5 ii 5 
k, 1 < j 5 s, with 
rank [(Qi,, . . . Qi,>zl 2 t, 
whereZ = (~1,. . . ,z,)~. 
In fact, L’ is the set of all nonactive bilinear forms, and Span PJ - L’ is the 
set of all active bilinear forms. 
When s = 1, an equivalent definition of DS;,,(r) is given in the following 
LEMMA 9. We have 
W,,(r) = DSI,~O, 4. 
PROOF. We recall that if Q’Jz E DSt,,(O, r) (with s = l), then for every 
nonsingular matrix N there exists an entry Qi of @JN such that rank Qizt 2 t. 
Hence any active bilinear form is Qj E Span(Q”J) with rankQjz_t > t (and any 
nonactive bilinear form is Qj E Span @J with rank Qizi < r). 
Assume, toward contradiction, that for some nonsingular matrix N, and for 
every active entry Qf of Q”JN, there exists a nonactive entry Qj(, in Q”JN and 
fi,(i),.&o E F&,(i) # 0 such that 
Let I = {i 1 Qf is active}, and let N’ be a k x k matrix such that @JNN’ = 
<Q',',. '-7 Qi), where 
Since j(i) $ I, we have that {Qy, . . . , Qr} is a basis for Span QXJ and therefore N’ 
is nonsingular. Now, NN’ is nonsingular; Qi’ = Qf, i # I, is not active; and by (5), 
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Qf’, i g’ I, is also not active. This is a contradiction to the fact that Q“J’z E DSI Jr), 
since there must be at least one active bilinear form in QxJNN’. ??
In this section we prove the following: 
THEOREM 4. If Q'Jz E DS*(O), then Q’Jz satisfies the EDSCS. 
THEOREM 5. If PJz E DS*(r), r 2 1, then for any quadratic system Qxz 
we have 
L(Qxvyz $ Q?) 2 L(Qxyyz) + L(Q’z) - (r - 1). 
In particulal; ifr = 1, then Q’Jz satisjies the EDSC. 
PROOFOFTHEOREMS4AND5. LetQxl’YIzl = Qizi+. . -+Qkzkbeabilinear 
system in DS*(r), and let QX2z2 = Qk+izk+i + . . . + Qk+kZk+k’ be an arbitrary 
quadratic system. Set Qx = (QxlJ1, Qx2),z = (z:, zc)r, and x = (xf, yr,xi)r. 
Let 
Q”“‘zi + Q’*z~ = Q’z = 5 tZi(Z>bi(X)Ci(X> 
i=l 
be a minimal quadratic algorithm for Qxz. If for any nonsingular (k + k’) x (k + k’) 
matrix N that normalizes the minimal algorithm, that is, (without loss of generality) 
k+k’ 
Q’Nz = C Zibi(X)Ci(X) + 5 4Nz)h(x)Cdx), (6) 
i=l i=k+k’+l 
the matrix N does not mix QxlJ1 with Qxz, then by Lemma 8 the algorithm is 
separable and the two theorems are proved. Assume, therefore, that there exists 
a nonsingular (k + k’) x (k + k’) matrix N that normalizes the minimal algorithm 
[i.e. satisfies (6)] and mixes QxlJ1 with Qx*. We shall prove that 
L( Q’z) 2 L( Qx’ J’ ZI) + L(Q’*zd + (r - 1). (*) 
For, if QxlJ1zi E DS*(r), r 2 1, thenTheorem follows, and if QxlJlzi E DS*(O), 
then we have a contradiction and Theorem 4 follows. 
Let 
Q”N = <Q; + Q:‘, . . . , Q:+p + Q:+‘,,d, 
where Qf E Span @lJl and Q:’ E Span Qx2, i = 1,. . . , k + k’. Since Qx19y1z E 
DS*(r), there exists Q{, + Qf: in Q”N such that Qi, is active. Let 
Zi = {w 1 Qh is active}, 
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and define 
Zi = {w 1 there exists u,(Nz), r > k + k’, 
that depends on some z, with p E Zj-1, and on z,}. 
Obviously, Zi is a subset of Zi+r. Let Zi be the first set that satisfies Zr = z~+i 
(obviously, Zr+r = Zi+2 = . . .). We now distinguish between two cases: 
Case I. There exists i’ E Zl such that Qi; # 0. Let p be the smallest integer for 
which there exists i’ E Z, such that Qi! # 0. By the definition of Zi, we can find a 
sequenceii,i2,...,ip = i’oflengthpsuchthatQy =O,l <j<p,Qi #O,i, E 
z, -z,_1,q = 2,... ,p and il E ZI. We now proceed with the proof of (*) by 
introduction on p. If il = iP, i.e. Qi: # 0, then since Qf, is active, we have 
L(Q”z) 2 k + t - s + 1 + L(Q”*zz) = L(Q”‘yy’z~) + L(Q”‘z2) + (r - 1) 
(exactly as in the proof of Theorems 2 and 3). Suppose p > 1. Because p is 
the minimal integer such that Q:i # 0, we have Q[: = . . . = Q:i_, = 0, and by 
the definition of Zr we have that Qg, . . . , Qip are not active. By the definition of 
Z, and p, there exists a,(IVz) that depends on zi, and zi2 and does not depend on 
Zil,..., lp3 z. i.e., a,(Nz) = XZi, + bzi, + ii(z), where X, 6 # 0 and ii(z) does not 
depend on zi, , . . . , zip. By substituting 
for Zi* in (6), we obtain 
k+k’ 
QNN’z = C Zibi(x)ci(x) + Zi2bro(x)Cr,,(x) 
i=l 
i#i2 
L 
+ C ai(NN’Z)bi(X)Ci(X) 
i=k+k’ 
ifm 
+ t[Ziz - 6Zi, - ~(Z)lbi~(x)ci,(x)- 
Here the i2 entry of QNN’ is now 
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and the ip, . . . , i3 entries remain Qip, . . . , Qi3, respectively. Since Q,‘, is active and 
Qi2 is not active, we have that Qf, - (S/X)Qi2 E Span Qx’J1 is active. Note also 
that there exists ai(NN’z) that depends on zi, and zil. [Actually, if ai depends 
on zi2 and zi,, then ai(NN’Z) depends on zi, and zi3 .] The terms Ui(NZ) that depend 
on zj, j E Zl - Zz, satisfy ai(NN’z) = ai( SO we have that NN’ normalizes 
the minimal algorithm, and now the new sequence il , i3, . . . , ip satisfies the above 
conditions with the new sets Zt U&,Zs, . . . , Z,. Assuming that (*) holds forp - 1, 
it follows that it holds for p. This accomplishes the proof for this case. 
Case II. For each i E Zl, we have Qf’ = 0. That is, each ai depends on 
(Z&EZ~ or (z,),~z,, but not both. Let 
P = {i ) ai is dependent on &&Ez,}. 
We now estimate the number of the terms ai that depend on (~)~~z,. Substi- 
tuting b = 0 for all q 9 Zl in the minimal algorithm, we obtain the algorithm 
C Zibi(x)ckx) + C dNz)bi(x)ci(x)y 
EZl iEP 
with complexity lZ,,j + JPI, that computes some bilinear system Qz. The entries 
of Q are from Span QXIJ1 because QI’ = 0 for i E Zl. Since all the active entries 
are Q[ with i E Zt C Zt, by condition (ii) in Definition 5 there exists active entries 
Q,l,,.. . , Q;,, Gil,. . . , js} E ZI such that rank [(Q,!, , . . . , Qi$] > t. Therefore, by 
Lemma 3 we have 
(Z[J + IPI = L(&) 2 lZ1] + t - s. (7) 
LetPC={k+k’+1,...,L}-PandZ~={1,...,k+k’}-Z~.Nowsubstituting 
zq = 0, q E Z!, in the quadratic algorithm, we obtain 
C Zibi(X)Ci(x) + C ai(Nz)bi(X)ci(X)* 
6% i@P 
(**) 
Since Q:’ = 0 for i E Z,, the above algorithm computes (Q’xlJ’I, ~*)M% for 
some nonsingular matrix M, Span Q’“’ J’ C Span Qx’ tyI, ii = (z, , . . . , z,,)~, w = 
k + k’ - lZ,J, and {ri , . . . , rw} = Zf. If 
L(Q’“‘Yy’Zi) 2 dimSpan Q’xlJl + 1 = k _ lZll + 1, 
or if the algorithm in (**) is not minimal, then by Corollary 3 we have 
Iz,cl + lPc( 2 L(Q'*zd + k - lZ,l + 1. (8) 
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Combining this with (7), we have 
L(Q'z) = L 
= l&l + IZ,cl + IPI + lPCl 
2 L(Q“*z~)+k+t-s+ 1 
= L(Q”‘>y’z,) + L(QXzz2) + (r - 1). 
Therefore, L(Q hlJ1%i) = dim Span Q “‘Jl, and the algorithm in (**) is minimal. 
Then, by Corollary 1, this algorithm is separable, and therefore so is the algorithm 
in (6). This contradicts the assumption that N mixes Qxl JI with Qx*. ??
Theorems 4 and 5 give the following results: 
COROLLARY 9. Let A = F[o]/(p(a)), where p(a) = pt(c~)~l ...pk (cx)~~ 
andpl(a), . . . , pk(a) are distinct irreducible polynomials. Let d = maxi <i<k deg 
pi(CV)di. 
-- 
(i) If IFI 2 2d - 2, then Qt’z satisfies the EDSCS. 
(ii) If I FI < 2d - 2, then for every quadratic system Q’z we have 
L(Q:‘z 6B Qxz) L 2 degp(cr) - k + sP + L(Q’z), 
where s,, is the number ofpi that satisfy IFI < 2 deg pi(a) - 2. 
PROOF. Since 
Fbl/@(4) = Fbl/hWd’) x . . . X Fbl/(pkb’)dk), 
it is enough to prove the theorem for the algebra At = F[c~]/(p~(cr)~l). In [42], 
Winograd proved that for every nonsingular matrix N there exists an entry Qi of 
Q:yN with rank Qfzi = deg p,(a) dl. In [22], Feduccia and Z&stein proved that 
if IFI 2 2degp1(a)~ ’ - 2, then L(Q:yz) I 2 deg~~(cr)~l - 1. Combining both 
results, we get that Q:r E DS*(O), and (i) follows. 
In [lo] Alder and Strassenproved that L(@irz) 2 2 deg p1 (c~)~l-l +L(Q:yz), 
where At = F[cr]/@~(a)). If IFI < 2 degpl(cx) - 2, then the results of Winograd 
in [43] and De Groote in [27] show that L(@iTz) 2 2 degpl(a), and therefore 
L(Q;jz) 2 2 deg p1 (a)dl, which implies (ii). ??
REMARK. Corollary 9 shows that to obtain the classification of all minimal 
quadratic algorithms for F[c-u]/(p(a)) for any polynomialp(a), it suffices to classify 
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all minimal quadratic algorithms for F[a]/(pi (Q)~I) for an irreducible polynomial 
pi(a). It is known from [3] that minimal quadratic algorithms for F[a]/@r(cr)dl) 
are not necessary bilinear. The classification of all minimal bilinear algorithms 
for F[a]/@(cy)), for any p(a), is completely studied in [4], [S], [19], and [21]. 
COROLLARY 10. Let @Jz be a bilinear system. Then: 
(i) IfL(@Jz) = dim QxJ + 1, then Q’Jz satisfies the EDSCS. 
(ii) rfL(Q”Jz) = dim QxJ + 2, then Q’Jz satisfies the EDSC. 
(iii) IfL(Q”J’z) > dim QxJ + 2, thenfor every quadratic system Q’z we have 
L(QxTyz ‘6B Q’z) 2 dim Qx3y + 2 + L(Q’z). 
PROOF. If for some nonsingular matrix N, all the entries Qi of QxJ’N satisfy 
rankQizr = 1, then it is well known that L@J’) = dim QxJ. Therefore, for 
every nonsingular matrix N, there exists an entry Qi of Q”)yN with rank Q;+ > 2. 
Thus, combined with Lemma 9, proves the corollary. ??
An immediate generation is: 
COROLLARY 11. Let Q’Jz be a bilinear system. Iffor every basis {Q{ , . . . , 
Qi} for Span PJ there exists Qj such that rank Qizi 2 t, then: 
(i) IfL(Q“J’z) = k + t - 1, then @Jz satisfies the EDSCS. 
(ii) L(Q”Jz) = k + t, then PJz satisfies the EDSC. 
(iii) If(@Jz) > k + t, then for every quadratic system Q’z we have 
L(Qxlyz @ Qxz) 2 k + t + L(Q’z). 
In particular we have 
COROLLARY 12. Let F = C, the complex field, and let A = {A,, . . , 
Ak} be any set of n x m matrices where n, m 5 3. Define the bilinear system 
Q(A) = (xTAly, . . . , xTAky). Then Q(A)z sati@es the EDSC. 
F’ROOF. Following [93, we have L(Q(A)z) 5 dime(A) + 2 or L(Q(A)z) 
5 rank Q(A)z + 1. ??
REMARK. Corollary 12 can be applied to bilinear systems defined by the 
cross product of (xi ,xz,x~)~ and (yr, ~2, ys)= (see [17]); to the product of two 
elements in the Lie algebra of 2 x 2 matrices, (see [37] and [30]); and to Q:’ 
where A is in algebra of dim A 5 3. Actually, the first two systems are in DS( 1,l) 
for any field F. 
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COROLLARY 13. Let Ai be a set of mn - i m x n matrices. If 0 5 i 5 3, 
then Q(Ai) satisjes the EDSCS, and if4 5 i 2 5, then Q(Ai) satisfies the EDSC. 
PROOF. Following [9, Theorem 21, [71, [ 121, and [24], we have L( Q(Ai)Z) 5 
dim Q(h) + 1 for 0 I i I 3, and L(Q(Ai)Z) < dim Q(Ai) + 2 for 4 5 i 5 5. ??
Corollary 13 was first proved by Ja’ja’ and Takche in [34], or bilinear algo- 
rithms for the case of i = 1. 
COROLLARY 14. Let F = R, the real field, Let @Jz be the bilinear system 
defined by the product XY and YX of the two quaternions X and Y. Then Q’Jz 
satis$es the EDSCS. 
PROOF. Following [25], we have L(@Jz) = 10, dim Q“*Y = 7, and for 
every nonsingular matrix N there exists an entry Qi of Q”tYN satisfying rank Qizi = 
4. Therefore Q’,Yz E DS*(O), and the result follows. ??
7. BILINEAR ALGORITHMS 
In this section we introduce some notation and prove Theorem 6. 
Letx, = (Xl,. ..JJT,Ym=(Y1,. . . , y,)‘, and zk = (zt , . . . , z# be vectors 
of indeterminates. Throughout this section the subscripts n, m, and k in x,, y,,,, 
and zk will always denote the length of the vector. For a vector of n x m matrices 
Q=(A,,... , &) we shall denote by (x:Q ym)zk the bilinear system defined by Q, 
that is, (x:Aly,, . . . , x~Aky,,,)zk. A bilinear algorithm that computes the bilinear 
system (x:Q ym)zk with rank R is 
(XXQY~) zk = 5 ai(?dbi(X&i(y~), 
i=l 
(9) 
where ai, bi and ci are linear forms of the corresponding variables. The minimal 
integer R for which Equation (9) holds will be denoted by R((xiQ y&) and will 
be called the bilinear complexity of (xTQy,)zk. In [33] it was shown that 
L ((z:Q~m) zk) 5 R ((x;Q~m) zk) < 2L ((x,‘Q ym) zk) . 
If for any bilinear system (XT, Q’ymf) zk’ we have 
R ((x,'Q Ym) zk $ (x; Q'y,,,,) zk,) 
= R ((xi-Q am) zk) + R ( (x;,Qlym,) zk,) , 
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then we say that (x:Q y&k satisfies the direct-sum conjecture (DSC). If each 
minimal bilinear algorithm for (x,‘Q y&k @ (x,‘, Q’y,,,,)zk, is separable, then we 
say that (x,‘Q y,,,)zk satisfies the direct-sum conjecture strongly (DSCS). 
The D-dual and T-dual systems of (x:Q ym)zk are (x,‘@yk)z, and (xLQry,)zk, 
respectively, where 
(x;Q~m)xk = (&?%)Y, = (Y;Q’+. 
This means that, if Q = (Al, . . . ,Ak), where Ai are n x m matrices, then Qr = 
(AT, . . . , Al) and Q” = (Bi , . . . , B,,,), where Bi = [Al eil . . . lAkei] and ei is the 
ith column vector of unity of order n. It follows immediately from the above 
definitions that QoD = QTT = Q and 
R((X,TQYm)Zk) = R( (x,T@yk)z,) = R( (x~Q~Y,,)~~) (10) 
(for details see [3 11). 
Our main result in this section is given in the following. 
THEOREM 6. Let (x,‘Q y,,,)zk be a bilinear system. Then: 
(i) If (xTQym)zk satisfies the DSCS (DSC), then so do the dual systems 
@,TQDYkz and (X:QrYn>Zk. 
(ii) Suppose that for any bilinear system (xz, Q’y,,,,)zkl we have 
R((x,TQY&k @ (X,“Q’Ym+k~) 2 c+ R((&Q’Y,+k+ 
Then for any bilinear systems (X~,Q~yrn,)Zk, and (x;Q2ym,)zk, we have 
R((X;@Yk)Zm @ (X,T,Q,Ym+kl) 2 c + R((x,T,Q,Y&k+ 
R((x;Q?‘&k @<x,iQzY+~) 2 c + R((x,T,Q%+k+ 
PROOF. Suppose that (x,‘Q y,,,)zk does not satisfy the DSCS. Then, by Lemma 
6, there exists a bilinear system (x’,‘, Q’y&)zk, and a minimal bilinear algorithm 
(x,T@yk)zm @ (x’;d?‘Y’k+‘d 
=k @(zm, z’m)Pi(%, X’n’)Ci(yk, y’k’) 
i=l 
such that at(z,, z’,,,)) depends on z, and z’,, . Since pD = Q, the D-dual system 
of above is 
(x:Q Y&k @ (x’,‘, Q”Y’,&:, 
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(for details see [3 l] and [44]). The minimal bilinear algorithm for this system is 
R 
= 
c Ui(Ym,y'm~)bi(&, X'd)Ci(Zkr Z’k’). 
(11) 
i=l 
Now since the factor at (z,, z&,) depends on z, and zk,, it follows that at (y,, y;,) 
in the new minimal algorithm must depend on y,,, and y’,,,, . Therefore, (x,‘Q ym)zk 
does not satisfy the DSCS. This contradicts the assumption. 
Part (ii) follows immediately from (10). H 
We remind the reader that all the theorems and corollaries in the previous 
sections also hold for the bilinear complexity. 
The following corollaries are consequences of Theorem 6 and the results of 
the previous sections. 
COROLLARY 15. Let 
r(Q) = max {dimx:Qy,, rowrank (xiQy*)zk, colrank (xiQym)zk}. 
We have: 
(i) If R((xzQ ym)zk) I r(Q) + 1, then (xfQ y&k satisfies the DSCS. 
(ii) IfR((xTQ ym)zk) = r(Q) + 2, then (x:Q y,,,)zk satisjies the DSC. 
PROOF. It can be easily shown that 
&rank (x;Q y,)zk = dimxEQ”yk, 
and 
row rank (x,‘Q ym) zk = co1 rank (xiQTyn)zk. 
Now the result follows immediately from Corollary 10 and Theorem 6. 
The following result follows from corollary 13. 
COROLLARY 16. Let A = {AI,. . . , Ak, ) be a set of kz x k3 matrices. Con- 
sider the bilinear system 
(X,‘,QYkdzk, = (&‘hYkv . . . , X:2Ak,Yk3)Zk,. 
Then for (1, m, n} = { 1,2,3} we have: 
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(i) Ifkj = k,,,k,, - i, i < 3, then (x,‘,Q yk3)zk, satisfies the DSCS. 
(ii) Ifkl = k,k, - i, 4 5 i I 5, then (x:Q yk,)zk, satis$es the DSC. 
In [34], Ja’Ja’ and Takche showed that for sufficient large fields, if 2 E 
{kl , kz, k3}, then (xl* Q yks)zk, satisfies the DSC. 
8. DIRECT SUM OF ALGEBRAS 
To acquaint the reader with the concepts in this section, we quickly review 
some notation. 
Let F be a field. Let A be an associative algebra over F of dimension dim A = 
k, with unity element 1, and let at, . . . , ak be a basis of the algebra A. Suppose 
k 
UiUj = c “lij,Pl7 
I=1 
withyij,r E F, i,j,l = l,..., k. Then for the two elements x = cf=, xiai and 
y = ‘& yjaj in the algebra A we have 
Suppose aiy = c:=, bi,lalr where ci,l E F. We define the k x k matrix 
A, = (ai,l). Then z = {Aa 1 a E A} forms an algebra over F isomorphic to 
A under the correspondence a --+ A, (for details see [l, pp. g-121). The set of 
matrices (A,, , . . . , Aa,} is a basis for the algebra x; Al = Ik is the identity matrix 
of order k; A,Ab = Aab; A, + Ab = An+b; XA, = AXE for X E F; and if ab = 1, 
then A;’ = Ab. The algebra K is called the regular representation of A. 
Let x = (~1, . dk)? = (Yl,. . . ,~k)~, and z = (zt , . . . , .?i# be vectors of 
indeterminates, and let QA = (Qt , . . . , Qk) be a k-vector of k x k matrices such 
that 
k k 
zTQly = C C yij,lxiYj, I= l,...,k, 
i=l j=l 
that is, xTQly is the Z-coefficient in the product 
xy = (g Wi) ( $Yjaj) = $cxTQ1y’ai* 
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The bilinear system de$ned by the algebra A is 
Q2yz = (xTQAy)z = (xTQ,y, . . . , x’Q,y)z. 
In [22] it was proved that 
(x’Qi~)z = (xkz,y, . . . , x’A,,y)z. (12) 
In [lo] Alder and Strassen proved the lower bound 
R(Q>Yz) 2 2 dim A - t(A), 
where t(A) is the number of maximal two-sided ideals of A. Following De Groote, 
(cf. [27]), A is said to be of minimal rank [respectively, minimal complexity] if 
R(Q:Yz) = 2 dim A - t(A) [L(Q:“z) = 2dimA - t(A)]. 
We say that A is a clean algebra if A/rad A is a direct product of division 
algebras. For a clean algebra A with A/rad A = Al x . . . x A, where Ai is 
a division algebra [t(A) = t], we define RAlradA(C,+,dA) to be the number of 
algebras Ai which are not of minimal rank (minimal complexity). 
Let A be an algebra over F, and let E be an extension field of F. We will 
denote by AE the algebra A over E. 
To prove the main result of this section we need the following well-known 
result (for details see [ 11). 
LEMMA 10. Let A be a clean algebra. For any extensionjield E = F(ZI , . . . , 
z,) of F, with independent transcendental elements ~1, . . . , zr we have: 
(i) The algebra AE is clean. 
(ii) rad AE = (rad A)E. 
(iii) ZfA/rad A E Al x . . . x At where Ai, 1 5 i 5 t, are division algebras, 
then 
AE/radAE = Af: x ... x A; 
and Af, 1 5 i 5 r, are division algebras. 
Our main result in this section is: 
COROLLARY 17. Let A be a clean algebra. Then: 
(i) If A is an algebra of minimal rank, then Q:‘z satisfies the DSCS. 
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(ii) If A is not an algebra of minimal rank, then for any bilinear system 
Q’Jz, we have 
R(Q2Yz @ Qxyyz) > 2dimA - t(A) + 1 + R(Qx>yz). 
(iii) i” A is not an algebra of minimal rank, then for any bilinear system 
QxJz we have 
R(Qz’z CB Qxyyz) 2 2 dim A - t(A) + RAlradA + R(Q”?Yz). 
In particular, if R(Q:‘z) = 2 dim A - t(A) + ~~~~~~ A, then Q:yz satisjies the 
DSC. 
PROOF. Corollary 6 implies (iii). Now, if we prove that (x’&y)z E DS*(r), 
then by Lemma 6, (i) and (ii) will follow. 
From (12) we have 
(x’&Y)z = (xr&y,. . . i xr&ty)z. 
Let N be any nonsingular k x k matrix, and let 
CxTQfb’)N = (XT ($h+%) Y,...,XT ($&,dai) Y) 
= (Ql,...,QA 
with Xij E F. Since N is a nonsingular matrix, the matrices Bj = cf=, XijA,,, 
j= l,... , k, form a basis for the algebra a (the regular representation algebra). 
For a E b, let r(a) E A/rad K be its image under a canonical homomorphism 
XL@adA. For b E b/rad;i and 1 5 CT 5 t, let [blo denote the canonical 
projection ofA/rad Aonto its ath component (of b) according to the decomposition 
A/radx =Ar x ... x XT,, i.e., [ 1, : h/r-ad A -3 A,. 
We will first prove that (xT&y)z E DS(0, r). Since {Bj 1 j = 1,. . . , k} 
forms a basis for A, we have that Cj = r(Bj), j = 1, . . . , k, is a basis for K/rad A = 
Al x. . . x A,. Therefore, for every 1 5 u 5 t there exists Cj, such that [Cj,], # 0. 
Consider the element c = c’,=, z,C’, in xE/radxE, where E = F(zl , . . . , zt). 
Since[c], # Oforall0 = 1,. . . , t, the element c is a nonsingular element in 
the algebra ?/rad ;r”. Therefore, c’,=, z,Bj_ is a nonsingular element in KE, 
which implies that 
t 
rank= c z,Bj~ = dimxE = dimK = dim A, 
CT=1 
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where rankE H is the dimension of the linear space spanned by the rows of H over 
E (in this case, it is the rank of the matrix H over E). Now we have 
rank [CQj, , . . . , Qj,N1, . . . , a>‘] 
t 
2 rankF c zoBjO 
0=l 
t 
2 rankE c Z,BjO = dim A. 
u=l 
We have already proved that for any nonsingular k x k matrix N, there exist t 
entries Qi, . . . , Qi, in (xr@y)N such that 
rmk[(Qi,,-.., Qi,)Z] 2 dim A, 
where Z = (zi , . . . , z~)~. This proves that (xrQiy)z E DS(0, r). 
In the linear space Span Qz’, the bilinear form XTHjy is active if and only if 
r(Hj) # 0. Since r(Bj,) = Cj, # 0, the entries Qi,, . . . , Qi, are active. Actually, 
the set of all nonactive bilinear forms comprises the bilinear forms xTHy, where 
H E radx. 
We still have to prove the first condition of DS* (r). That is, for any nonsingular 
k x k matrix N, there exists an active entry Qj, of (xT@y)N such that for every 
nonactive entry Qjz of (xT@y)N and everyft ,fz E F withfi # 0, we have that 
fi Qj, +f~Qj* is also active. 
The entry Q,), is active, and therefore r(Bj,) # 0, which implies Bj, $ radx. 
The entry Qjz is nonactive, and therefore r(Bj,) = 0, which implies Bj2 E radx. 
NOW the desired condition follows becausefi Qj, +fzQj* = XT(fi Bj, +fzBj*)y and 
fiBj, +f2Bj2 $ radx for everyft # 0. ??
We now give some examples of clean algebras. 
EXAMPLE 1. The simple generated local algebra is A = F[a]/(p(c~)~), 
where p(a) E F[a] is an irreducible polynomial. This algebra satisfies 
rad A = (p(a)), A/rad A = F[a]/(p(a)). 
If IFI 2 2degp(~r)~-2, then Aisanalgebraofminimalrank. If IFI 5 2degp(a)- 
2, then A is not an algebra of minimal rank. 
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EXAMPLE 2. The local algebra A = F[wl , . . . , wd], where WiWj = 0 for 
every i # j. This algebra satisfies 
radA = (WI) + . . . + (wd), A/radA = f. 
When w’ = 0, then A is called the null algebra. This algebra is of minimal rank. 
REMARK. De Groote and Heintz proved in [29] that commuative local al- 
gebras of minimal rank are either of the kind in Example 1 or of the kind in 
Example 2. 
EXAMPLE 3. Any commutative algebra is a direct sum of commutative local 
algebras (see [8], the Artin theorem). Therefore commutative algebras are clean. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let nI < n2 < . . . < nk < n be a natural numbers. Then 
A=F[x”‘,... , X’]/(F[f’ , . . . , ~“‘“1 n F[x]x”) 
is a commutative algebra. It has been proved in [29] that A is of minimal rank if 
and only if nl + n2 2 n. 
EXAMPLE 5. The set of all upper triangular N x N matrices T,(C) over the 
complex field C is a clean algebra. This algebra satisfies 
rad TN(C) = T,(C) e {strict upper traingular N x N matrices} 
and 
Ntimes 
TN(C)/rad TN(C) = C x ’ ” x c. 
Therefore by the Alder Strassen bound we have 
R(Q;$,,> 2 ~2. 
Heintz and Morgenstern proved in [32] that TN(C) is of minimal rank if and only 
if N = 2. They also proved that R(Q:&,) = 10. 
By Corollary 16 we have that Q& satisfies the DSCS; Qz, satisfies the 
DSC; and for every N 2 3 and any bilmear system Q’J’z we have 
R(Q:f’co z CD Qxtyz) 2 N2 + 1 + R(Q%). 
w 
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EXAMPLE 6. The upper triangular N x N matrix TN(D) over a division algebra 
D over a field F is a clean algebra. Obviously, TN(D) E T.(F) @I D, 
rad TN(D) = TN(D) = TN(F) ~3 D, 
and 
N times 
T,@)/rad TN(D) = D X . . . X D. 
By the Alder Strassen bound we have that for any bilinear system Q’Jz, 
R(Q;&z @ Qxlyz) 2 N’K + NK -N + R(Qxtyz), 
where K = dim D. By Corollary 17 we have 
R(Q;$o,,z @ Q”‘z) 2 N*K + NK - N + RDN + R(Q”“z), 
where RD = 0 if D is a division algebra of minimal rank, and RD = 1 otherwise. 
9. OPEN PROBLEMS 
Finally, we shall give some open problems. 
Prove that for any associative algebra A and any quadratic system Qxz 
[respectively, bilinear system Q’Jz], we have 
L(Qz’z $ Qxz) 2 2dimA - C*/dA + L(Q’z) 
[respectively, 
R ( Q:‘z $ QxVyz) > 2 dim A - RA/~~~A + (R@Jz)] , 
and if L(Q2y) = 2dim A - CA/~~A [respectively, R(Q2y) - 2dim A - 
RA/~~,.JA], i.e., A is of minimal complexity [respectively, minimal rank], 
then QY satisfies the EDSCS [respectively, satisfies the DSCS]. 
Prove that the bilinear system QxJz in DS(2, i) satisfy the EDSCS (respec- 
tively, satisfy the DSCS) for i = 0,l and satisfy the EDSC (respectively, 
satisfy the DSC) for i = 2. Note that the bilinear system defined by the 
product of 2 x 2 matrices is in DS(2,l). 
Classify all the minimal quadratic (bilinear) algorithms for algebras of min- 
imal complexity (minimal rank). 
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4. Find a lower bound c~ dim A for some algebra A over an infinite field, with 
cx > 2. For finite fields, see [ll], [13], and [36]. 
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